
Arrows Trading Indicator Class 

In my Update Class on 29 July,2021 I showed students a few new things I was working on at the 

time. I charged $25 for the Class, which I thought was fair for the work I put in. After the class, I 

received several great emails thanking me for sharing my work, but I also received one email asking if 

I could do something to make their trading decisions even simpler. The student asked if I could 

develop a simple, ‘no brainer’ entry system with exit criteria that would capture most, if not all the 

gain. To be honest, I did not know if this was possible, but I agreed to work on it.  I accepted his 

challenge.  After all, what else does a retired guy, who loves to trade the market and doesn’t play golf, 

have to do.  

 Anyhow, after three months of work, I believe I have developed what my student asked for.  I’ve 

developed an EXTREMELY simple trading screen, compete with arrows that show well defined entry 

and exit points. The indicators also use colors to tell you when a potential new trend is starting, when 

a trend is underway, and when to exit. They also provide exact signals that tell you when to add to 

existing positions. In other words, it takes trading to an entirely new level.  

The thing I like about these new ‘signals’ is that once you see a new confirmed Arrow, the first ‘signal’ 

tells you when there is strength behind the move. This helps eliminate false Arrows. This ‘signal’ is 

also a great confidence builder that enables you to increase your position once in a trade.  This is 

how the large gains I mentioned before were generated. 

The second ‘Signal’ is fantastic because once in a trade, it tells you when everything is going great, 

so you don’t worry as much.  This not only allows you to stay in positions longer, but it also helps 

maximize gains and warns you when the market is about ready to change direction…. usually just 

before the next Red Arrow appears.  I’ve been using both of these new ‘signals’ to conduct Scalp 

Trades and trades on the 4-hour bars. 

 I have been using my new screen with the arrows and colors daily to make money. I believe that if 

you can’t trade successfully with the new arrows and colored indicators, you shouldn’t be trading. 


